
 
                    

 

 

May 18, 2017 

 

City of Victoria 

No.1 Centennial Square 

Victoria BC 

V8W 1P6 

 

Attn.: Mayor & Council 

 

Re: 1417 May Street -  Rezoning and Development Resubmission  

  

Cascadia Architects, on behalf of Nila Holdings, is pleased to submit this revised application for Rezoning and 

Development Permit for 1417 May Street in Victoria British Columbia. This letter to Mayor and Council describes the 

ways in which the project’s architectural rationale meets a variety of items laid out in the City of Victoria Official 

Community Plan and Design Guidelines for Multi-Unit Residential, Commercial and Industrial. 

 

These items can be summarized as follows: 

 

1. In reference to Design Guidelines for Multi-Unit Residential, Commercial and Industrial, paragraph 1.1.1, 

1.1.2, 1.1.3, 1.5, 1.6.1, 3.3.2: 

i. The form, massing, building articulation, features, and materials incorporated into the project’s 

architectural approach provide coherence and unity in relation to existing place character and 

patterns of development. It has been sensitively designed to respond to its contexts, and to respect 

the character of the area that it is situated in. The project is situated across the street from Moss 

Rocks Park, upon which there is no urban development to which the project must respond. The 

property (zoned R1-MS) to the east has an articulated gable and valley 

roof and symmetrical street facing façade. It has larger massing and a 

higher maximum roof height than the proposal. The duplex (zoned R-2) on 

the adjacent property to the west has a flat roof, and also presents a 

symmetrical street facing façade, dominated by two garages. Its maximum 

roof height is lower than the proposal’s. The Stuart Monuments building 

located two properties west of the proposal, is a distinct building with 

placemaking value in the greater contexts of the neighbourhood, with ship 

lap siding and a gable roof oriented to Eberts Street.   

a. The maximum height of 1417 May Street provides a transition in 

form and massing between the duplex to the west and the multi-

unit residential housing to the east, relating the three buildings 

together in a natural and logical manner. 

b. The roof, sloping gently from south to north, also provides a 

transition in form and massing between the two buildings on 

either side, complementing their character without replication or 

mimicry.    



 
 

                                                            

 

c. The project incorporates ship lap siding, a direct reference to the Stuart Monuments 

building, into its street facing façade, tying it materially to its contexts. 

2. In reference to Design Guidelines for Multi-Unit Residential, Commercial and Industrial, paragraph 2.4, 2.5, 

3.1.3, 3.3, 3.6: 

ii. The architectural expression and internal layout of the proposal promotes interaction with the 

street, balanced access to natural light and ground floor access for its occupants, and a varied, 

human scale proportion to its public face. 

a) Interaction with the street is promoted by a pathway which leads pedestrians directly from 

the sidewalk to the entryways facing the street, passing between two raingardens and the 

occupants’ mailboxes, situated at the front property line. 

b) Lit bollards augment this experience, while also guiding pedestrians along the east side 

of the building to the garden level units, bicycle storage, and parking in the rear yard. 

c) The street facing entryways incorporate steps and alcoves as a means of providing a 

transition from the public realm of the street and sidewalk to the private realm of the 

residences, while their painted blue ship lap finish enhances their legibility and 

prominence. 

d) The stepped site and internal organization of the units allow each to have a front door at 

grade and a large south facing patio or balcony overlooking the large backyard. 

e) The mirrored floorplates of the units are offset from one another, creating rhythm and 

visual interest to the street facing façade, and reducing the perceived building mass of 

the proposal. 

3. In reference to Design Guidelines for Multi-Unit Residential, Commercial and Industrial, paragraph 8.1, 8.3, 

8.5: 

iii. The proposal reduces the impact of parking on the streetscape appearance and the pedestrian 

experience of the site. 

a) The parking is located entirely to the rear of the building. 

b) High quality permeable paving materials are used for the parking area, while paver 

treatment creates pause points in the concrete and delineates suite entries and patios. 

c) The bicycle storage is located in a freestanding accessory building in the rear yard, highly 

visible and secure. 

4. In reference to the Official Community Plan, Section 12 Climate Change and Energy - Goals 12(B), 

paragraph 12.17, 12.17.2, 12.19: 

iv. The applicant is committed to providing a building that is energy efficient, produces low greenhouse 

gas emissions, and creates energy resiliency. 

a) The project will adhere to International Passive House standards, the world’s leading 

standard in energy efficient construction. This rigorous standard requires that space 

heating demand does not exceed 15kWh annually per square meter of useable living 

space, that the primary energy demand does not exceed 120 kWh annually per square 

meter of usable living space, that there is a maximum of 0.6 air exchanges per hour at 50 

Pascals pressure, and that thermal comfort must be met year round with not more than 

10% of the hours in any given year over 25 degrees Celsius. 

b) The landscaping elements, including a sedum green roof above the parking and bicycle 

storage area and correlating bioswale to filter its run-off, rain gardens which filter storm 



 
 

                                                            

 

water from the main residence roof, and permeable pavers in the parking area which filter 

storm water from the driveway, allow the stormwater to be managed exclusively on-site. 

c) The low slope roof is designed to adapt to future sustainable technologies in photovoltaic 

energy. 

 

This proposal carefully responds to key items laid out by the City as priorities for new multi-unit development in 

Victoria. Its relationship to both its surrounding contexts and to its site are methodical and considered, and are 

continually underscored by a commitment to sustainable building practice and a sensitivity to the existing character 

of the area.    

 

Sincerely, 

 

CASCADIA ARCHITECTS INC. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

Peter Johannknecht, Architect AIBC, LEED AP          

Principal 

 

 

 

 

 




